Bell claims Reynolds never gave charge card approval

By MARK WORSCHEH

WASHINGTON (AP) - The president's reported decision against recommending the change in Social Security would represent a concession to Congress, where the plan has encountered strong opposition from Republicans and Democrats alike. White House aides said the delay would have meant an average of $100 in foregone benefits for Social Security recipients over the three months.

The president had been considering an overall plan for $16.3 billion in spending cuts. By far the most controversial element was the proposed delay from July 1 to Oct. 1 for next year's Social Security cost-of-living raise.

Similar delays were to be recommended for railroad retirement benefits, federal or military pensions, food stamps, supplemental security income, veteran's pensions, compensation for injured federal workers, black lung benefits for coal miners and the school lunch and child nutrition programs.

The plan also included a $2 billion reduction in the administration's plan for a defense buildup, across-the-board cuts in virtually all of the government programs, phasing out 75,000 blue-collar jobs over three years, abolishing the Department of Energy and Education and phasing out general revenue sharing.

But the president and his closest advisers went back to the drawing board earlier this week when the two top Republicans in Congress, Senate GOP Leader Howard Baker of Tennessee and House Speaker Jim Wright of Texas, decided for the plan was likely in Congress.

In addition to their complaints over the plans for Social Security, many congressional leaders said the administration's plan for a $12 billion cut from its earlier defense buildup likely would be increased in Congress.

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger told the House Budget Committee the $12 billion is "the maximum" the president will recommend.

To cut deeper than the $13.5 billion, three-year program endorsed by the president "would have a dramatically bad effect on the nation's security," Weinberger said.

"We need all the help we can get," he said.

Later in the day, Reagan praised the pictures in the Oval Office with welterweight boxing champion Sugar Ray Leonard, who offered this advice on how to balance the budget: "All it takes is a good push."
Northern J. Calloway, who plays David in the children's television series, " Sesame Street," will plead innocent by reason of insanity to a charge that he beat a woman friend to death with an iron rod near here last year, according to his lawyer. Glad in only a T-shirt, the 35-year-old Calloway then allegedly went on a rampage through the neighborhood, stabbing a child's book, stabbing a car window with a rock and entering a private home where he reportedly smashed the family's crystal. Lionel Barrett, Calloway's lawyer, said his client has undergone outpatient treatment at New York's Mount Sinai Hospital after spending time at Vailbe, Tennessee's Mental Health Institute. An Oct. 15 court date has been tentatively set. — AP

Solidarity's offer to compromise on the issue of worker self-management could be a "step toward realism," the Polish government said yesterday. Official sources said the union's offer indicated the start of "some bridge-building" that could ease the sharp conflict between the government and the independent union. Union leaders resolved at a meeting Tuesday to let the government keep the exclusive right to appoint managers of state enterprises if the regime allowed workers a veto. This was a step back from the union's previous insistance that it have sole power to hire and fire managers. The government called for a charge of union affairs. Stanislaw Ciosk, told a news conference that if the regime treated the new offer "separately from other resolutions, statements and opinions and separate from statements made at the congress, then in my opinion it would be a step toward realism." — AP

A plaque marking the spot where Kunta Kinte, ancestor of "Roots," author Alex Haley, arrived saw a ship in 1767 was raised yesterday and replaced by a six-foot tall cannon. The small bronze plaque, dedicated only two days earlier, apparently was a gift to bring its concrete base in the Annapolis City Dock sometime in the early morning hours, police Sgt. John Wrights said. "You have been patronized by the KKK," read a business card found in its place. The theft was "a despicable act," as Gov. Harry Hughes. Mayor Richard Hillman said that "when the culprits are apprehended, it would be nice to return to corporal punishment." — AP

Two firefighters plunged 16 floors in the blazing elevator shaft of a high-rise office tower and their comrades desperately hocked through walls in a futile attempt to save them from beneath another fireman and a cleaning woman were injured in the fire Tuesday night at the 58-story Willoughby Tower on Michigan Avenue. The bodies of Joseph Hitz, 56, and Craig L. McMurtie, 23, were found in charred debris atop an empty elevator cage that had plummeted in flames from the 25th to the ninth when its cables snapped. They were the first Chicago firemen killed in line of duty since 1978. — AP

Some airlines are seeking and winning wage concessions and stepped-up productivity promises from their unions as they struggle to recover from their worst year in history. But not all airlines, as far as Pan American World Airways, Dan World Airlines and Braniff by actually demanding that workers accept pay cuts and wage freezes. The Air Transport Association, a trade group reported last week that the controllers strikers and the earlier threat of one, in June, had cost the airlines $250 million in lost business and half as much in the form of $400,000 layoffs. For some, however, the problems preceded the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization strike, which started in early August AP

Some airlines are seeking and winning wage concessions and stepped-up productivity promises from their unions as they struggle to recover from their worst year in history. But not all airlines, as far as Pan American World Airways, Dan World Airlines and Braniff by actually demanding that workers accept pay cuts and wage freezes. The Air Transport Association, a trade group reported last week that the controllers strikers and the earlier threat of one, in June, had cost the airlines $250 million in lost business and half as much in the form of $400,000 layoffs. For some, however, the problems preceded the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization strike, which started in early August AP

Actress Linda Evans has learned there's truth to the adage, "Once bitten, twice shy." Ms. Evans, who plays Crystal Car­
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Reports by a television station and several newspapers have indicated that Bill Gallogly — one of the 52 American hostages held in Iran — was jobless and strapped for money before the severe offers for the former Marines. KFIV in Denver said three firms had called to the station to offer positions to Gal­
logly, 23, who had said he would like to work as a security guard. The offers have been forwarded to Gallogly. KFIV spokesman Steve Lewis said, but there was no immediate word on his reaction. Gal­
logly has said he has been out of work since he left the Marines 2 months ago. — AP

Partly sunny and warmer today. Highs in the low '70s. Becoming mostly cloudy tonight with a chance for showers. Lows around 50 or so. Good chance for showers tomorrow. Highs in the low to mid '70s. Chance for rain 40 percent tonight. — AP

O'Connor attends memorial service
Sandra O'Connor, recently confirmed as the nation's first woman Supreme Court justice, talked with mourners at a funeral service for her mother-in-law MRS. Sal­
lev O'Connor in Seattle. — AP

Some airlines are seeking and winning wage concessions and stepped-up productivity promises from their unions as they struggle to recover from their worst year in history. But not all airlines, as far as Pan American World Airways, Dan World Airlines and Braniff by actually demanding that workers accept pay cuts and wage freezes. The Air Transport Association, a trade group reported last week that the controllers strikers and the earlier threat of one, in June, had cost the airlines $250 million in lost business and half as much in the form of $400,000 layoffs. For some, however, the problems preceded the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization strike, which started in early August AP

HARG TALKS WITH POLISH MINDS
U.S. Secretary of State Alexander Haig conferred with Polish Foreign Minister Jozef Czyrek in New York. The meeting emphasized the Reagan administration's concern about Poland.

AMBASSADORS RECOMMEND AWACS PLANE
Former U.S. Ambassadors to Saudi Arabia — from left to right, James Africa, Robert Neuman, John West and Parker Hart — held a news con­ference in Washinton to recom­mend the sale of the AWACS radar­ plane to Saudi Arabia.
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Ticket lotteries

S.U. announces new system

By MOLLY NOLAND

The Student Union will introduce a new ticket lottery system this Sunday at 7 p.m. at Spelman's for the Spill causes damage to space shuttle tiles

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Workers are inspecting up to 200 loose and Thermal tiles on the space shuttle Columbia yesterday, assessing damage from a propellant spill to determine how long the spacecraft's second mission must be delayed.

More than 200 of the spacecraft's 30,000 heat resistant tiles were affected by Tuesday's spill, officials of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration said.

The spill has delayed the shuttle's second mission at least a week and possibly two beyond the scheduled Oct. 7. NASA officials have said that if damage is found outside the orbiter's nose and the structure has to be removed from the launch pad, the spacecraft could be delayed for months.

The accident occurred when a faulty valve or a seal on the ground fueling system caused the spill, according to the company's controller at the Kennedy Space Center, said Mark Hess, a spokesman for the orbiter's contractor. Hess said engineers would try to find out exactly what went wrong.

The spacecraft's fuel system is a self-contained tank within the orbiter's main fuel tank, and Hess said no one was injured.

The two blacks were gunned down Aug. 20, 1980, by a sniper while jogging with two young white women near Salt Lake City's Liberty Park.
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After watching the pre-game ceremony, authorities involved in the case asked the press to leave the court's lobby, where the penalty phase of the murder trial is under way.

The trial of Franklin, who escaped from two transport officers and two police detectives during a recess in the hearing to determine whether he should be sentenced to life imprisonment or death by firing squad, is set for today.

Franklin, 34, an avowed racist, was convicted Saturday of first-degree murder in the sniper shootings of two black joggers.

By DAVID ATLAS
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They don’t watch television, listen to radios or use telephones.

Most Amish don’t want to break with tradition.

Asked if she would ever like to drive a car, Ruth Ann Hilty, 18, shakes her head emphatically. “I would probably demolish it and hurt myself,” she says. “I would rather drive a buggy, if the horse isn’t too wild.”

Her sister, Wilma, 21, says she cannot imagine living more than a buggy ride away from her family. “Being together at the end of the day is the best thing about the way we live.”

Some do reject their religion and leave their homes, but their number is few, the Amish say.

“Some Amish leave our community and come back driving Cadillacs,” says Samuel Hilty, a carpenter who lives near Berne. “I myself like to go to airports and watch the planes take off. But those who leave us are never as happy as they were here with their families.”

The Amish “were kicked around in Europe and adopted a passive approach,” Stroup explains. “They see themselves as an example, a shining light in the community. But they withdraw from the community, and believe lines must be drawn.”

They can’t, however, escape financial competition with the society around them. Most Amish are farmers or carpenters and must market their products against those produced with the help of modern machinery.

“Technology is tough to battle, and it’s becoming tougher in the last 15 years,” Stroup says. “The Amish are aware of this. They can see those things going on around them. They have pondered the question of whether to make a break and use some modern tools so far, they’ve decided against it.”

“They may be able to continue like this indefinitely because they are very good at adjusting,” Stroup said. “But a high percentage of the Amish live close to or below the official poverty level.”

For those Indiana Amish farmers living near that level now, this winter may be particularly hard. Indiana farmlands were ravaged by floods this spring, destroying acres of crops.

Many counties in the state have been made eligible for federal aid, but Dale Redding, a Department of Agriculture extension farm agent in LaGrange County, says he doubts the Amish will make use of that assistance.

“I’ve already talked with one farmer about it,” he says. “But I’d be surprised if any of them come in and fill out the applications.”

Mrs. Schwartz, whose husband was not able to raise enough corn this year even to feed their hogs, knows it will be a tough winter.

continued from page 1

that they were meeting at all was important in itself. The two men were scheduled to meet here again, next Monday.

Each side accused the other Tuesday of trying to achieve military superiority and worried that the other would not get away with it.

But both sides also indicated a willingness to talk. Reagan said in his letter to Brozhnei he hoped for a “framework of mutual respect” with the Soviets based on the recognition of the legitimate interests of both nations.

Georgpesko said the Soviets wanted “businesslike” relations with the United States, in a speech that was otherwise filled with denunciations of the Reagan administration’s foreign policy.

Cheysson also said he was encouraged that Haig stressed North-South economic issues in his speech to the assembly on Monday, rather than focusing on the U.S.-Vietnam rivalry. Haig did say the Soviet and Vietnamese intervention in Afghanistan and Cambodia was a threat to the peace of all nations.

continued from page 1

555 million a year is lost to toll fraud.

Credit card calls are just one aspect,” said DeLong.

Rumors also circulated that Burt Reynolds had made his number public on NBC’s Tonight Show, but Joe Bledsoe, publicist for the show, called such rumors “incorrect and false,” saying “we don’t talk about that — on our show.”

The New York Times also denied reporting the story. Senatorial candidate DeLong. “People who are doing this could not possibly believe that this thing is true. They may be liable for paying it, and may be responsible for their actions.”
13 billion

Weinberger outlines defense cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger said yesterday $13 billion is "the maxi­ mum" that can be cut from the military budget during the next three years without impairing a planned arms buildup.

"These cuts are getting into vitally needed areas," he told the House Budget Committee.

However, Sen. Nancy Landon Ksan-

wich of N. Dak., issued a statement later saying she found the secretary's arguments "less than compelling."

She said the cuts would cut a three-year military spending reduction "in the range of $20 billion to $25 billion" rather than the president's recom­ mended cut of $15 billion over three years.

Weinberger gave few details in outlining the $13 billion in cuts recommended by President Reagan and said the administration remains "fully committed" to upgrading U.S. military might.

He said there has been "no change whatever in the Soviet threat" and stressed the administration "will work steadily on expanding our capabilities for determent or containing a global war with the Soviet Union."

The cuts Weinberger outlined were spread across the Army, Navy and Air Force. However, he gave few details on how much would be saved on individual programs and spokesmen for the three services said they had no further details.

Major actions proposed by the secretary included:

• Putting the 1st Infantry Division at Fort Leavenworth in "active" status in fiscal 1983, meaning its force would be cut from 15,000 to 5,000.

Weinberger said he predicted these savings might be achieved through "similar changes on other units in the United States."

• Saving $1 billion by slowing a planned increase in ammunition stockpiles.

• Cutting by 11 the number of ships to be built, retiring other ves­ sel earlier than expected, and cancelling plans to reactivate the aircraft carrier Oriskany.

• Capping a program for a military cargo aircraft and curtailing construction of fighter jets as well as retiring B-52 bombers earlier than planned. Also retired would be all $2 of the Air Force's Titan II nuclear missiles, leaving the service with 1,000 long-range Minuteman nuclear missiles.

• Slashing by two years a planned manpower buildup in the Air Force.

The administration's March budget called for increasing the Air Force in fiscal 1982 by $1 billion, a 1 percent military per­ sonnel and 5,600 civilians.

Weinberger stressed that the spending decreases were being made not for military reasons but in an effort to cut the federal budget.

St. Mary's schedules capping

A Mass and capping ceremony will be held for 41 nursing majors at Saint Mary's College Saturday, Sept. 26. The Mass, the seventh since the nursing program was reinstated at Saint Mary's in 1973, will be held at 6 p.m. in the Church of Our Lady on the Saint Mary's campus.

The Mass and ceremony are for junior nursing majors who are ready to begin their clinical practice in the community. Students will work at St. Joseph's Hospital, the Visiting Nurses Association, Memorial Hospital, and various other health services.

The n-d pre-law society is still accepting membership applications.

dues $3.00

sign up in 101 O'Shaug

deadline Oct. 1

COPP MUSIC CENTER INC

430 N. Main So. Bend 233-1838

Take 31 South, turn right one block

past Memorial Hospital

• Guitars • Harmonicas • Metronomes
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24 cans.....................$5.99
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Kamchatka Vodka
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Neat people are small, petty, off-putting individuals who keep accurate checkbooks, get ahead in life, and have their and their garages free of treasured possessions. They usually don't waste their time in search of treasure anything, those neat people. If they can't use it orbreath in the way. I don't like my people. I was in a neat person's home several weeks ago and he took me down into his cellar. He must be making a dishonest living because there was nothing down there but a few neatly stored screens and the oil filter.

I feel toward neat people the same way I used to feel toward the sports figures - a also a good athlete and handsome. They are always clean, the world is particularly strong this week because I realized Sunday that I didn't know anything and my workshop does not like to throw either. Neither do people! Did you throw away the hammer with the broken handle?

What about the twenty of left- over aerial wire and the small empty wooden nail keg? Don't tell me you were down on some long shore and found that out. You don't even appreciate the fact that you never know when you're going to have a good use for an empty wooden nail keg. That's the way some people are. On the other hand, have been ready with an empty nail keg for the past twenty years. That's the way it's been in the cell, right there in the corner. You probably throw out broken plates and glass pitchers that can't be repaired? I probably don't know. I don't keep broken plates because I have seen both for a while. People are waiting for them to make glaze that will really mend china and glass the way it is supposed to do. Many years ago a man who owned a basketful of odes and ends of roofwood. They're beautiful little pieces and I've never figured out what to do with them but I wouldn't wash up my cellar by throwing them out for anything.

The very genuine humanity of these characters is brought out through flashbacks and dreams (which parallel the cuts to the battlefield) as well as in the casting itself. Actor Edward Woodward is exquisite as the ragged, mending poor, even Byronic Thompson. Withnail and慧慧 has the right ruggedly dark handsome face to play the simple, hot-blooded and sexual shack. And so does But down Brown have the perfectly youthful face which captures his innocent sense of the country's code and courage.

They are real men, with both gal-

lant and unshrinking spirit. They feel the poignancy, indeed tragedy, of the human condition. They are born in all their skill at war and loyalty to the Crown. Withnail wisely lets us know that tock knocked the Bush
date home Caribbeans because he was un-
employed at home and became unemployed in Transvaal. And that the noble Morant can succumb to the same effect as any other man for the reasons he is in the Boer war. The image of Australians, who are regarded as unequalled outlanders. But as a guide to Lord Kitchener and Lord Salisbury's notes, Beresford will surely prize these victories of military and public relations respectively.

Neither will viewers of the film nor Bruce Beresford's personal views come out in the open. When, for example, Captain John D'Arcy lacks the lead that results in his death, the loyality of the native scout and Boer translator is called into question. When, for example, Beresford sees British officers at an opulent meal dining with and being entertained by other Boers.

Or again, in cuts from the court room to Witwatersrand, he visually juxtaposes the sterile, abstract rules of war, martial and political leadership, and military hierarchy to the lush terrain. He's wrong, rather than being corrected by the film. “right” and “wrong” are not ease-

ly, nor so peremptorily adjudged. If strong, realistic characterization through close-ups and flashbacks is one great aspect of this film, the un-

focusing look at the complexities of the situation is certainly another.

Tug, through the lens of lives al-

ways is, however, the film itself focuses upon and is structured around the court martial process. Lumps. Americans cannot help knowing about the great Chinese Wall of Witten, as in the Boer War, “the gentleman's war is over.” More specifically, as the defense attorney pleads in his closing argument, “the atrocities of war are not committed by abnormal men, but normal in men abnormal situations.”

What is finally on trial in “Boer Morant,” as it is to a certain extent in “To Kill a Mockingbird,” is not so much individuals but justice itself.

The answers to last week's quiz, dealing with the most current time-sensitive, recent football games, are as follows:

1. First single had won name spell-

ing second one had name spelled a wrong: The Beatles. 2. First five + five failed to make three points: big country hit - Elvis Presley; 3. First five + five released on August 9: Breaker Morant, LP bonded, two singles from it did not sell: Second LP - Bruce Springsteen; 9. Most of his first three years was recorded material: Rod Stewart here - Elton John; 6. First American single takes on market here: of supposed drug references in an ins-


mural - The Rolling Stones, 7. (Originally the Blue Velvets, later the Forth Valley - a Recital in Revival). 24: One hit single in six years of trying, then the seventh LP hit big: The Oak Ridge Boys; 8. Took element from native Before success - R&B group; 9. Took element from great American success - Beach Boys; 10. The quiz has to do with rock and pop stardom of unusual longevity: the 1950's artists from either the United States or Britain, none of these ten are definitely, including one of the artists below that made the music that is popular today.

The singing: (of "Dinamique" fame) 2. Patrick Hennessy (Born to Be Alive)


Social Concern Film Series: "Breaker Morant"

The answer to this week's Rock Trivia Quiz No. 3. is "The Four Tops". ("Reach Out, I'll Be There")
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Selling AWACS to Saudis won’t hurt U.S. interests

I see, in the AWACS for Saudi Arabia, a long and tangled shadow of symbolism, and that is a pity. Because, aside from reflection — and this is written by someone whose criticisms of Saudi Arabia are on the record — Congress should authorize the sale.

1. Do we desire that Saudi Arabia should have the information it would get by the use of the AWACS?

2. Is the purchase of Israel threatened by the AWACS?

3. Is the prestige of the United States government jeopardized by a refusal to sell the AWACS?

If the answers to the above are Yes, No and Yes — then we should go through with the proposed deal.

In geopolitical terms, Saudi Arabia is important as the principal source of western oil reserves. These reserves need to be protected as obviously as we need to protect the economic life of our allies. As things now stand, the Saudis would receive two to four minutes’ warning from the land-based Saudi radar installations in the event the Soviet Union decided to employ Saudi oil fields, which are congested in a small area of the kingdom. With AWACS on duty, this critical interval rises to 15 minutes. If Saudi Arabia were to go, say, the way of Iran — the loss would be immeasurable. Wronging the softs are designed around codes that could be deciphered overnight.

You see — and here the sales talk is heaved in a whisper — the Saudi Arabs have had it only once in the history of the Saudi oil fields, but with our comprehensive presence in the area. The AWACS are viewed primarily as an instrument for the protection of the Saudis’ treasuries, but also as an adjunct of our own intelligence. If the Soviet Union elected to pounce on Saudi Arabia, it would not be the Saudi alone who could detect it. Our presence would be indispensable. But a technical and military cooperation between the United States and the Saudis must be exactly that, a cooperation that precludes the Saudis’ alternative. We ... is quite simply, to turn to the Soviet Union.

My proposal is that the United States is going to risk the security of Israel. He is playing symbolic stakes. And so are a number of congressmen and senators. Benner wants to prove to his people that for any deal in the Middle East to be valid, he must have a position to veto. The congressmen wish to register that no conceivable opponents running for public office can outside the incumbents in servility to Mr. Benner.

It is not right. The partaking harm of it is his people. And it is wrong for right for Israel, because the strength of the American presence in the area is the principal source of Israeli security. Mr. Eugene Rostow, whom no staunch friend of Israel was ever bred, is (thankfully) in charge of arms control programs for the Reagan administration.

Mr. Rostow’s heartbreak of the AWACS is the Saudi’s concern. Saudi Senator Packwood, who is heading the opposition, sees another hat: he is in charge of the Republican Senate Re-election Committee. Gentlemen, please behave.

Domers impress Tiger fan

Dear Editor:

I recently had the opportunity to visit your campus to see the LSU-Notre Dame football game. While the game did not turn out as I had hoped — I am an LSU alumna and die-hard Tiger fan — I was very impressed with the class of the Notre Dame fans. I wore an LSU t-shirt and LSU coach’s cap but did hear a single put-down or insult all day which was directed at me. This included the LSU’s fans. I know that I am only one among many in the area.

Evidence doesn’t support attack on programs

Dear Editor:

It is always a bit amusing to see a political conservative like Andrew Cochran argue how best we can improve our economic system for the poor (“Economics: the remedy to Great Society damage,” Sept. 16). A social group he most probably is not a member of and probably not well acquainted with.

Cochran argues that since we still have economic inequality and poverty amongst us, while employing Great Society aid programs, that these programs are not only ineffective in battling poverty and inequality but are in fact contributing causes to them. Needless to say he失败fully assumes simple correlation implies causality.

Does Cochran really think that removing programs designed to alleviate poverty is the way to eliminate it? Will the poor, suddenly “unchained” from their “economic slavery,” (Cochran’s terms) to the welfare programs immediately go out and get computer programming jobs at IBM? A more probable vision is the experience of England this past summer, where conservative economic policies contributed to the social tensions that led to the race riots.

The problem with Cochran’s argument is that it is not supported by empirical evidence. The work disincentive effects of welfare are not significant. Neither is true that economic growth is the panacea for poverty; the benefits of economic growth are not necessarily distributed evenly. How ideologically convenient for conservatives like Cochran (and many famous types like George Gilder) to overlook this.

Ben Clements

Faust Fever undiminished by first loss

Dear Editor:

Everybody cheers a winner but a loss has few followers. Saturday night, after our defeat at Michigan, there were few followers for the returning team at the tail end. We waited long — very long. Then unexpectedly, applause broke into our conversations. Faces turned, applause rose. A lone figure walked resolutely, bowing, toward the crowd of one hundred. Applause mounted. They recognized Coach Gerry Faust. Clapping rose still more. "Congratulations. " They left the team off at the ACC. Some are coming home," he said, "many others are going places. Words came hard. A lady tugged forward with a huge, green scoreboard ND hat and offered him her amiable rising appliance, but he said, "You keep it." If the packed crowd intensified their appreciation above any further speech. With bowed head and slightly bent shoulders he walked to his car, appliance accompanying him.

We hope his (and the team’s) heart support as we drove out of sight. Everybody cheers a victor, but loyalty is shown in defeat.

Ben Richard Brownich

Immature Domers ruin sundae dinner at South

Dear Editor:

This letter is addressed to the young (as in immature) men who positioned themselves in the "Make Your Own Sundae" area of the South Dining Sunday evening, wearing the t-shirts proclaiming "No Fat Girls" above a not-too-flattering drawing of a "fat girl."

I suppose they thought they were funny, adding a little spice to our otherwise stiff lives, and perhaps even doing some of us a favor. Perhaps, from their point of view. It would be ridiculous of me to utilize that whole artillery of "typical Male expectations" VP, but the experience of England this past summer, where conservative economic policies contributed to the social tensions that led to the race riots, should give us pause.

The problem with Cochran’s argument is that it is not supported by empirical evidence. The work disincentive effects of welfare are not significant. Neither is true that economic growth is the panacea for poverty; the benefits of economic growth are not necessarily distributed evenly. How ideologically convenient for conservatives like Cochran (and many famous types like George Gilder) to overlook this.

Jesse Helms and the Truly Needy

P.O. Box 0
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NOTICES

USED BOOK SHOP HOURS: WED. 8- 9, SAT. 9- 11, thursdays at the customer service window.

MEET THE AUTHOR: Monday, Feb. 28 at 7:00. Authors William Taylor & Andrew Kehoe will be here. Meet them at the Customer Service window.

ATTENTION PROSPECTIVE KNIGHTS: The 17th Annual Feast of the Snows will be held this Sunday at 5:00 on Lake Kline Field. There is no admission fee for those who wish to enter the Snows. Donations will be accepted. Proceeds from the event will go toward the Knights of Columbus. The Snows are the unofficial basketball player paraded in an automobile accident this summer.

The Notre Dame soccer team is in trouble. For the second time in as many games, the Irish went to overtime last night, only to come away with a 2-1 tie. This time at Wake Forest College in Winston-Salem, N.C. Their 1-0 lead in the 46th minute gave way to the Irish in a 2-1 halftime lead. Twenty minutes into the second half, Notre Dame's sophomore halfback Joe Holstein received a red card for obstructing the Wake Forest players for the final 45 minutes of play. The Irish were charged with 41 fouls during the contest. Whether Wake Forest was only a small advantage is a mystery. What was certain, however, was the Irish's next game is tomorrow night at Dayton. — The Observer

SPORTS BRIEFS

ATTENTION KNIGHTS: The 17th Annual Feast of the Snows will be held this Sunday at 5:00 on Lake Kline Field. There is no admission fee for those who wish to enter the Snows. Donations will be accepted. Proceeds from the event will go toward the Knights of Columbus. The Snows are the unofficial basketball player paraded in an automobile accident this summer.

The Notre Dame soccer team is in trouble. For the second time in as many games, the Irish went to overtime last night, only to come away with a 2-1 tie. This time at Wake Forest College in Winston-Salem, N.C. Their 1-0 lead in the 46th minute gave way to the Irish in a 2-1 halftime lead. Twenty minutes into the second half, Notre Dame's sophomore halfback Joe Holstein received a red card for obstructing the Wake Forest players for the final 45 minutes of play. The Irish were charged with 41 fouls during the contest. Whether Wake Forest was only a small advantage is a mystery. What was certain, however, was the Irish's next game is tomorrow night at Dayton.

TICKETS

Pinn Street is all newcomers please call Donna (713) 4771

NOTICE

SPECIAL ISSUE: 17th Annual Feast of the Snows

Plants are in the area of the ACC—please call 234-5718.

WANTED

Looking for some South Cañon Knit Caps. Call 505-7801.

STUDENT WORK WANTED

A window washer is needed freelance days from Monday through Friday, 7-11 a.m. and 1-5 p.m. Please contact (214) 334-5718.

Found on Mon. 12/14 between P. & J. If you have found it, please call 334-5818.

WANTED

A floorless tree stand 8 x 20 carpeted. Call 505-7801

LOOKING FOR

A 2500-3000 s.f. space in the area of the ACC. Please call 278-5198.

Found on Mon. 12/14 between P. & J. If you have found it, please call 334-5818.
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...Ruggers

**Michigan**. Reynolds finished second in the "A" division with senior Carol Silva and junior Angela Caprai alternating as his crew. In the "B" division, freshmen Tom Fink and Bob Hennes alternating as sippers with Jerry Daas as crew led the club to seventh place. Next weekend the club will send teams to Annapolis, Detroit and Marquette.

WATER POLO — Things got carried away for another Notre Dame team in Ann Arbor last Saturday as the water-polo club lost to Michigan, 13-6. It got carried away in more ways than one as a lack of experienced officials really didn’t make it a match of control. Pat McDeirt and John Smith scored two goals apiece to lead Notre Dame, who may host Michigan this Saturday at the Rockne Memorial Pool. If not, the meet would meet a week from Saturday at the Ohio State Tournament.

**Coping With Graduate School**

**The team, shown here in a game earlier this week in Racine, Wis., may play another game before leaving the U.S. See related story page 5. (AP Photo)**

**Sir Richard’s HAIR DESIGNS**

Open to Notre Dame student graduate couples

**Just North of Campus**

**277-0734**

personalized Hair Designs

**RIVER CITY RECORDS**

Northern Indiana’s Largest Selection of Albums & Tapes. Why pay more any place else?

**CALL PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES**

by Oct. 5

9:00 to 5:00

**ATTENTION ALL BOSTON CLUB MEMBERS!!!**

Important meeting this Thursday, 9/24 at 7:00 PM in LaFortune Little Theater (first floor)

We’ll discuss buses, tailgaters, and other events

PLEASE COME!

**ANNOUNCING...**

Travel Services Now on the Campus of St. Mary’s College

- Computerized Airline Reservations
- Amtrak Tickets
- Bus/Limo Tickets to Chicago
- Tours and Cruises
- Group Travel Services

(219) 284-5606

**St. Mary’s**

**LeMans Hall—Lower Level**

Notre Dame Travel Office Located in Badin Hall

(219) 236-2374
Host meet
Runners face tough competition

By ERL RIX
Sports Writer

After shutting out Ohio State last weekend, hopes are high for the Notre Dame Cross Country Team as they host the National Catholic Cross Country Championships tomorrow.

The five-mile race, which will start at 6:00 p.m. on the Ithaca Golf Course, will feature 19 seven-man teams from Catholic institutions across the nation.

This is only the second annual National Catholic Meet. Marquette won the inaugural a year ago. Marquette and Georgetown slug it out at the pre-race favorites. "It’s going to be a very challenging meet," said senior co-captain Pat Sullivan. "It’s a meet of high quality," continued Sullivan. "There are a number of outstanding individuals as well as teams. The team attitude is really positive. We’re excited by the challenge."

There should be more of challenge than the Irish met at Ohio State last weekend. "I think we overestimated the abilities of a little bit," said head coach Joe Piane. "Our guys really weren’t pushed. We’re still untested — we still don’t know how good we can be."

The Irish should get an indication of how good they can be this weekend. Included in the field is Pete Skorseth of Marquette who placed second in the meet last year and who should be the favorite to win the individual honors, according to Piane. Another runner to watch for will be Georgetown’s John Gregory. Gregory is an Olympian in the steeplechase and a 4:56 miler.

Last weekend the Irish were able to run eight of their nine men in a pack which beat the entire OSU squad. "They key to our win was group running. I’m sure that demoralized the other team," said Sullivan.

With 19 teams racing tomorrow, running as a team should be more difficult and probably even more important. "In order for any team to win," Sullivan said, "they will have to run as a group. They will have to run a really solid group established early in the race; if your runners get spread out at the start, it really hurts your chances."

Last year Marquette finished first, the Irish second, St. Thomas third, Holy Cross fourth, and St. Johns fifth. Georgetown is in a new addition to the meet this year. "The competition should boil down to Marquette, Notre Dame, and Georgetown," Piane said.

"We’re in better shape than last year and all the guys seem to be healthy. They competed well against Ohio State. It should give them a great deal of confidence," Piane continued. "They have to be able to see themselves as winners — and I’m sure they do. It’s going to take another good competitive effort for these kids to beat Marquette and Georgetown."

Springboks defeat U.S. team

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — The South African Springboks rugby team, having defeated a Scandinavian all-star team on the playing field and Gov. Hugh Carey in the courts, was seeking secret whether it will leave the country to try to play one more game.

About 1,500 protesters against South Africa’s policy of racial sepa­ration stood in the rain outside spacious

Molson Nite at Lee’s
50c Drafts
$2.50 pitcher
of Molson Canadian
Thurs. Sept. 24
9-1
21 ID’s Required
"TASTE CANADA"

Miller High Life Welcomes You Back

Capture Your Miller Time
... with Kodak’s Partytime Instant Camera!
A Special Back-to-School offer from your friends at Miller High Life Beer.
A Kodak Partytime instant camera for only $16.95—
a comparable $35.00 value. Clip the coupon, and send it along with a check or money order for the amount of purchase. (Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.)
1981 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, WI
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**Molarity**

**COACH PAUL WANTS ME TO REVIEW THE PROBLEM ACTION BEFOREadium WITH YOU FOR THE NEXT PLAY, LAUGH & SEE.**

**DOONESBURY**

**WE NEVER DO THINGS LIKE THIS IN THE UNITED STATES.**

**SIMON**

**DOUCR, YOU THINK YOUR PART IN THE COMPANY WOULD BE DONE WITH SPECIAL EFFECTS.**

**THE DAILY CROSSWORD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Across</th>
<th>Down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 Furniture</td>
<td>21 Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Orion film</td>
<td>22 Vote for tea handsome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Janitor</td>
<td>23 Theorem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Rehearsal cell?</td>
<td>24 Ten to one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 James</td>
<td>25 Kind of plutonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 East Indian vessel</td>
<td>26 Man in prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 Hat rack, for example</td>
<td>27 Musical passage for Nureyev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 Start the day</td>
<td>28 Sign for Nureyev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 Platforms</td>
<td>29 Self-same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 Theaters</td>
<td>30 Kind of cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Fedora</td>
<td>31 Made of ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Laughing</td>
<td>32 Pretenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 Hay rack, for example</td>
<td>33 Theorem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 Employees</td>
<td>34 Fizzy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 Movie</td>
<td>35 Enamored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 Denude</td>
<td>36 Inhabitant: o'och</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 Two to one</td>
<td>37 Screw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 Tan</td>
<td>38 Screw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 Threefold</td>
<td>39 Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 Synthetic</td>
<td>40 Jean or Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Synagogue</td>
<td>51 Slight fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 Caimns for Tefey</td>
<td>52 Tenticled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 Adult</td>
<td>53 Tenticled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Atria</td>
<td>54 Walled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 Not in common</td>
<td>55 Walled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 Theorem</td>
<td>56 Walled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 Walled</td>
<td>57 Walled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wednesday's Solution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Across</th>
<th>Down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATTENTION HOMECOMING MEETING**

**TODAY**
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**Campus**

- **NEW FILM** — "war without winners", lote-une film, sponsored by social concerns series. 4 p.m. — seminar, "electron transfer and light-induced processes of porphyrin & chlorophyll". proff. ham levon, nd, conference room 517.
- **4:10 p.m.** — krama lecture series, "topics in anthropometrics". proff. j.e. cunninger, 230d. 2:30 p.m. — provost's lecture series, "biological clocks of the time of our life".
- **4:50 p.m.** — AASEC meeting, flamer commoner.
- **5:30 p.m.** — social concerns film, "breaker man", 230b. 2:30 p.m. — provost's lecture series, "biological clocks of the time of our life".
- **5:40 p.m.** — lecture, "history as inquiry". proff. john tonc, nd, memorial library lounge, sponsored by general program.
- **6:00 p.m.** — "war without winners", lote-une film, sponsored by social concerns series.
- **7:00 p.m.** — "war without winners", lote-une film, sponsored by social concerns series.

**Television Tonight**

- **7:00 p.m.**
  - 10:00 p.m. — *Gardens Park Play*.
  - 22:00 p.m. — *Mug and Main*.
  - 28:00 p.m. — *Work and Mind*.
  - 34:00 p.m. — *Jazz: An American Classic: "Born in America*.

- **8:00 p.m.**
  - 10:00 p.m. — *Metho Dell*.
  - 11:00 p.m. — *The Observer*.

- **9:00 p.m.**
  - 23:00 p.m. — *Mug and Main*.
  - 29:00 p.m. — *The Observer*.

**This Day in History**

Todays highlight in history.

On Sept. 2, 1934, Frances "Triscuit" XIV declared war against the Holy Roman Empire.

And in 1979, the Justice Department said President Carter's brother, Billy, had taken preliminary steps toward declaring himself a foreign agent of the Libyan government.

Five years ago, Patricia Hearst was sentenced to seven years in prison for her part in a 1974 bank robbery.

The year ago, anti-Maoist rebels in Afghanistan claimed to have killed 20 Soviet troops in that nation during a month of fighting. — AP

**Tonight: Post bonfire special**

Meet the Canadian-Windors & 7-UP AT SNRER BAR Friday: Pre Purdue afternoon celebration 4:30 - 7:00 pm Myer's Rum Special 9:30 - 2:00 pm ATTENTION HOMECOMING MEETING for all interested including hall reps tonight at 7 pm in S.U. Office 2nd floor La Fortune
Penance completed?

Give ruggers a chance

By CHUCK GREENE
Sports Writer

Notre Dame track coach for Plane was disappointed with the competition at last week's meet. This week, Irish runners will face some top track stars. See story on page 10. (Photo by Linda Shanahan.)

"We don't need each other...or do we." - Kenny Rogers

One of the great tragedies in life is never knowing the value of something until it is lost.

Briefly, back on March 31 of this year, the Rugby Club (or at least 25 members) was placed on "indefinite suspension" by the University stemming from their "elephant walk" in a closed private rugby barroom in Houston. Texas after the game. The "walk" was done in elegant clothing too - plain skin.

"I still don't know how word got out about our inci-
dence last year, but it was pretty sneaky," says Nick Galerbil, the spokesman for the club. "But we had people running the team last year who operated on a standard that a majority of the team did not want, but for which now everyone (including the innocent) has to absorb the punishment."

Rugby Club, not just here, but throughout America,

Working to bounce back from Michigan

Gerry Faust
Football Coach

Our backfield game is on the mend. We had a tough game against Ohio State and we lost. But we're working on it and we'll get it right. We have to be patient and keep working hard.

By LOUIE SOMOGYI
Sports Writer

Claremont has been notorious for their extra-curricular es-
capades," countered Notre Dame's Athletic Director Tom
Kelly. "And we just may come to the point one day -
like they have elsewhere - where we can say that they aren't worth the trouble.

One may quickly come to the impression that a bitter battle is being waged, but it is not the case. One may say more so call it an unrest in purgatory. It's easy to forget that Bo Schembechler's team came to play. Like all good coaches and players alike.

Our No. 2 and No. 3 players right now are Jim Maloney and Anthony Idzik.
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Gibbons is one of the nation's top track stars.

Our No. 2 and No. 3 players right now are Jim Maloney and Anthony Idzik.

As far as the team is concerned, they are working hard to bounce back from the Michigan game. They are focusing on their upcoming game against Purdue.
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